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NationsUniversity: Upgrades & Changes
NationsUniversity saw many upgrades during 2017.  The homepage website, nationsu.edu, 

underwent a significant overhaul and the “schoolhouse,” nationsu.net, underwent significant 
upgrades and improvements.  It was our intention to create a website that was more appealing 
and very informative, one that could answer the question, “Why study at NationsUniversity?”  The 
NU staff invites you to be aware of the sweeping changes.

 Many of the improvements enable the staff 
and faculty to serve you better.  Some of the changes 
are “behind the scene” that permit swifter response 
times.  Our most significant advancement was the 
addition of the EBSCOhost e-book collection.  Instead 
of searching for venues that sell textbooks and 
scrounging for research materials, the necessary books 
needed for every course are available immediately 
to online students with the click of a mouse.  If you 
are not receiving maximum benefit from this service, 
do not attempt another course without it!  Use the 
tutorial for clear and quick instructions.

 Another cost-saving feature for students is the 
addition of multilingual translation tools from Google 
and Microsoft.  It may not be a perfect solution for 
those whose first language is other than English, but 
the tools offer a great opportunity for these students 
to read and research materials in their native tongue. 

 It does not matter how long you have been 
a student with NU, you can benefit from added 
features to the “Orientation” package, which we call 
ONOS (Orientation to Nations Online Study).  ONOS 
is a growing resource guide designed to assist you at 
critical points in your program.  This online learning 
environment contains tools such as a writing guide, 
the APA style manual, a PaperRater.  If you have 
missed this feature, we urge you to make use of them.  
They will help you understand the requirements for 
research and formal writing required for university-
level work.
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I am indeed very grateful to 
God Almighty and the academic 

and non-academic staff at 
NationsUniversity.  I considered 
myself privileged to have been 
offered the opportunity to study 

at NU.  Though it has not been long since I began my studies, I am 
enjoying every moment.  The studies are shaping my spiritual life.  
I am informed and refined for the ministry.

Ephraim H., Nigeria

2018 Tuition Increase Reminder
Students who are subject to tuition payments are reminded 

of the current policy.

1. Tuition applies to non-incarcerated students who reside in 
the 25 most development nations (see the website for the 
list).

2. The tuition rate is valid for two years.

Students registering from January 1, 2018 will pay $1,440 for 
2018 and for 2019.

Students registering during 2017 are assessed $960 for the 
first 24 months based on date of registration.  

Students registering during 2016 are assessed $960 for the 
first and second years and $1440 for the current year.  

The tuition rise is effectively reduced with the addition of the 
EBSCO e-book collection, for now no hard copy textbooks are 
required and no fee is charged for the e-books.

I want to thank the NationsU staff and I want to congratulate 
your team for helping make me a graduate.  Your love and 
understanding have made me who I am today.  Gold bless you.

Wellington M., South Africa

In 2015, I resumed my studies and was given Gail as my advisor.  
She encouraged me so much because at one moment I almost 
stopped.  As an elder of a church, I have benefited from my studies 
with NationsUniversity.  My understanding of the Bible has been 
enhanced   You are a wonderful team of people to have others like 
us at heart.

Andrew B., Zambia
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Current Enrollment 
Current through 1/1/18

Total Students:   1,808
Male - 1,588
Female - 220
Undergraduate -1,482
Graduate - 327

Total Countries:   120
Top Ten Countries
United States
South Africa
Kenya
Nigeria
Ethiopia
Ghana
Zimbabwe
Zambia
Haiti
Cameroon

693
215
128
122

48
45
42
38
29
28
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Upgrades & Changes, continued from page 1

Another great feature with which 
every student needs to be familiar is 
the Frequently Asked Questions or 
FAQ page.  The link to this page can 
be found in the main menu bar on 
the nationsu.edu site.

If you have a question, a 
previous student may have had the 
same question.  The FAQ page is the 
fastest way to find an answer.  The 
questions are organized by topic 
from Registration to Graduation 
and anything in between. 

It is also important to know that 
NU has two FAQ pages.  One is for 
the Internet student, and the other 
is for friends and family members of 
incarcerated students.  The Prison 
Services FAQ link can be found 
under the Prison Services tab on the 
homepage.

Lastly, since students are the 
most effective recruiters, the staff 
wishes to make you aware of the 
Am I Ready for NationsUniversity 
page.  A prospective student should 
answer these three questions 
before registering with NU (see the 
screen shot on the left).  The link to 
this page can be found under the 
Admissions tab on the homepage.  
It has study tips and a writing 
tester to help prospective students 
determine their level of academic 
writing.

We encourage you to explore 
both the nationsu.edu and the 
nationsu.net sites.
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Tell Us Your Story
NationsUniversity® wants to know your story. 
If you would like to tell your story, write to 
The Voice of Nations, at 
info@nationsu.edu 
and keep the story to 500 words or less.

We look forward to hearing from you!



NationsUniversity Needs Your Story!

Jon-Roy Sloan
Director of Communications

How to share your stories, pictures and videos with NationsUniversity
Just be yourself 

and tell your personal 
story, with as many 
details as you feel 
comfortable sharing. 
Say something about 
why you chose NU, 
and then share about 
what you learned. How 
are you going to apply 
what you learned in 
your professional and 
personal life? How 
did NationsUniversity 
“Change Your World?”  
Your story can inspire 
others and your story is 
worth sharing! 
Technical Guidelines

1. Keep it short.  Please 
submit only one video 
that is 3 minutes or less 
in length.

2. Record quality sound.  
We want to hear what 
you have to say—so 
make sure your video 
has good sound quality! 
Choose a quiet place to 
make your video, and speak slowly and clearly. If you 
are using your computer’s built-in microphone, you may 
need to adjust the input levels.

3. Quality video—do not backlight.  Get good video 
quality by making sure that light is in the foreground—
on you. Choose a setting without a bright window or 
other light source in the background. If you are using 
a webcam, here is some information on improving the 
quality of your webcam video. A smart phone camera 
will work just fine. And you may want a friend or family 
member to help you!

4. Upload to YouTube or 
other video-sharing account. 
Any video sharing website 
will be fine, as long as 
they allow embedding of 
videos on other websites 
(most video sites can do 
this). Zoom in enough so 
that we can really see your 
face, and look into the 
camera. 

5. Title and tag your video.  
Use “Thank You NationsUniversity”  
and “NU Changed My World” 
in the title of your video, 
and begin with stating 
your name, location, or 
another defining feature 
of your story. For example, 
“Thank You NationsUniversity 
and all those who support their 
mission.”  Use the tag “Thank 
You NationsUniversity” or 
“changeyourworld” and any 
other tags that describe 
your story.  

Be sure to email me 
and include the link to your 
video. You may also be 

able to upload your video to Google Drive or other cloud 
sharing site. Find a solution that works best for you. 

If none of the solutions work, just write to 
me and we will make arrangements to get your 
video. Once you enter your submission NU 
will send you a talent release form giving NU 
permission to use your video. So keep checking 
your spam folder if you do not hear from us. 
This only requires a digital signature. You may 
contact me by writing to jonroy@nationsu.edu if 
you have any questions. 
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